2017 e-Golf
e-Golf unplugged.

The “e” in e-Golf doesn’t stand for compromise. Other than running on electricity, it’s 100% Golf. Versatile, agile, and fun to drive. And with an EPA-estimated 125-mile range,** it’s an urban adventure vehicle ready to go out on the town and back.

EPA-ESTIMATED MILES PER CHARGE

The e-Mobility features in the app can monitor miles traveled, estimated power consumption of the motor, and location of the nearest charging stations, as well as performing other essential functions.

Driving Mode Selection with EV Functions

Choose Normal, Eco, or Eco+. Normal mode provides a normal level of performance and efficiency. Eco mode helps increase efficiency. Eco+ mode ensures minimum battery use. The motor is electric. The inside is electronic.

With App-Connect you can bring many of your favorite apps along with you by using a compatible device. Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Volkswagen Car-Net® application with e-Manager§

You’ll experience e-Golf performance in Normal mode. Switch to Eco mode for a happy medium of performance and efficiency. Or to help maximize your range, put it into Eco+ mode for more conservative battery usage.

DC Fast Charger††

Time to take charge. This available feature gives you DC charging capabilities, which means you have access to some of the fastest charging stations out there.

FEATURES

available features

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system with EV functions

Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system

LED headlights

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system with EV functions

Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system

Available features

Connecting Media touchscreen navigation system with EV functions

Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system

The e-Mobility features in the app can monitor miles traveled, estimated power consumption of the motor, and location of the nearest charging stations, as well as performing other essential functions.

Driving Mode Selection with EV Functions

Choose Normal, Eco, or Eco+. Normal mode provides a normal level of performance and efficiency. Eco mode helps increase efficiency. Eco+ mode ensures minimum battery use. The motor is electric. The inside is electronic.

With App-Connect you can bring many of your favorite apps along with you by using a compatible device. Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Volkswagen Car-Net® application with e-Manager§

You’ll experience e-Golf performance in Normal mode. Switch to Eco mode for a happy medium of performance and efficiency. Or to help maximize your range, put it into Eco+ mode for more conservative battery usage.

DC Fast Charger††

Time to take charge. This available feature gives you DC charging capabilities, which means you have access to some of the fastest charging stations out there.

FEATURES

available features

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system with EV functions

Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system

The e-Mobility features in the app can monitor miles traveled, estimated power consumption of the motor, and location of the nearest charging stations, as well as performing other essential functions.

Driving Mode Selection with EV Functions

Choose Normal, Eco, or Eco+. Normal mode provides a normal level of performance and efficiency. Eco mode helps increase efficiency. Eco+ mode ensures minimum battery use. The motor is electric. The inside is electronic.

With App-Connect you can bring many of your favorite apps along with you by using a compatible device. Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Volkswagen Car-Net® application with e-Manager§

You’ll experience e-Golf performance in Normal mode. Switch to Eco mode for a happy medium of performance and efficiency. Or to help maximize your range, put it into Eco+ mode for more conservative battery usage.

DC Fast Charger††

Time to take charge. This available feature gives you DC charging capabilities, which means you have access to some of the fastest charging stations out there.

FEATURES

available features

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system with EV functions

Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Discover Media touchscreen navigation system

The e-Mobility features in the app can monitor miles traveled, estimated power consumption of the motor, and location of the nearest charging stations, as well as performing other essential functions.

Driving Mode Selection with EV Functions

Choose Normal, Eco, or Eco+. Normal mode provides a normal level of performance and efficiency. Eco mode helps increase efficiency. Eco+ mode ensures minimum battery use. The motor is electric. The inside is electronic.

With App-Connect you can bring many of your favorite apps along with you by using a compatible device. Available navigation gets a serious upgrade with features like dynamic route guidance, which can help redirect you around slow traffic. When your hand approaches, a proximity sensor can kick in, which displays a pop-up menu that’s easy to read.

Volkswagen Car-Net® application with e-Manager§

You’ll experience e-Golf performance in Normal mode. Switch to Eco mode for a happy medium of performance and efficiency. Or to help maximize your range, put it into Eco+ mode for more conservative battery usage.
**2017 e-Golf Specs**

### EXTERIOR COLORS
- Pure White
- White Silver Metallic
- Great Falls Green Metallic
- Atlantic Blue Metallic
- Urano Gray
- Titan Black
- Shetland Beige
- Great Falls Green Metallic
- Indium Gray Metallic
- Deep Black Pearl
- Shetland Beige
- Titan Black

### INTERIOR CLOTH
- Titan Black
- Shetland Beige

### INTERIOR V-TEX LEATHERETTE
- Titan Black

### TECHNOLOGY
- Composition Media touchscreen sound system with 8" color display, proximity sensor, MP3/USB/Media/CD player, AM/FM radio, and voice control
- Discover Media touchscreen navigation system with 8" color display, proximity sensor, MP3/USB/Media/CD player, AM/FM radio, and voice control
- Volkswagen Car-Net® App-Connect®
- Volkswagen Car-Net Security & Service with 6-month trial subscription and 3 years of complimentary e-mobility features
- Volkswagen Car-Net Guide & Inform with 3-month SiriusXM® Traffic subscription and 3-month SiriusXM Travel Link® trial subscription
- Bluetooth® technology with audio streaming for compatible devices
- USB port
- SiriusXM® Satellite Radio with 3-month trial subscription
- Rearview Camera System
- Park Distance Control with Maneuver Braking (Park Pilot) (Maneuver Braking [included in Park Pilot] later availability)††
- Parking Steering Assistant (Park Assist) (Later availability)††
- Volkswagen Digital Cockpit (Later availability)
- Forward Collision Warning and Autonomous Emergency Braking (included in Front Assist) (Later availability)††
- Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) (Later availability)††
- Lane Departure Warning (Lane Assist) (Later availability)††
- High Beam Control (Light Assist) (Later availability)††
- Pedestrian Monitoring (included in Front Assist) (Later availability)††
- Active Blind Spot Monitor and Rear Traffic Alert (Later availability)††
- Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR), Electronic Differential Lock (EDL), and Engine Braking Assist (EBA)

### SAFETY
- Intelligent Crash Response System (ICRS)§
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Electronic Brake-pressure Distribution (EBD), Hydraulic Brake Assist (HBA)
- Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR), Electronic Differential Lock (EDL), and Engine Braking Assist (EBA)

### EXTERIOR
- LED headlamps with blue accents and low-speed corner-illuminating feature
- e-Golf design-integrated LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- LED taillights
- Automatic headlights with Coming/Leaving Home feature
- 16" aerodynamic Astana alloy wheels with all-season low-rolling-resistance tires
- XDS® (Cross Differential System)
- DCC (Dynamic Chassis Control)
- V-Tex leatherette seating surfaces
- Interior ambient lighting
- Self-dimming, frameless, interior rearview mirror
- Cloth seating surfaces
- Adjustable lumbar support for driver and front passenger seats
- Cloth seating surfaces
- V-Tex leatherette seating surfaces
- Self-dimming, frameless, interior rearview mirror
- Interior ambient lighting

### INTERIOR
- Climatronic® dual-zone automatic climate control
- Auxiliary heat pump
- Premium color Multi-function Display (MFD)
- Leather-wrapped, multi-function steering wheel
- Cruise Control
- Keyless access with push-button start
- Heated front seats
- 6-way power adjustable front seats
- Cloth seating surfaces
- V-Tex leatherette seating surfaces
- Self-dimming, frameless, interior rearview mirror
- Interior ambient lighting

### PERFORMANCE
- 100 kW AC synchronous electric motor, 134 hp, 214 lb-ft of torque
- 7.2 kW on-board charger
- DC Fast Charging capability
- 3 driving modes: Normal, Eco, and Eco+, and 3 selectable levels of regenerative braking
- XDS® (Cross Differential System)

### FCP Fast Charging Package
- Standard, no additional cost

### DAP Driver Assistance Package
- Not available

(Later availability)